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Each year I try to pull away and get alone to spend some 
quality quiet time with the Lord. On my recent 3 week summer 
sabbatical, I was led by the Holy Spirit to spend time meditating 
in (Isa 29), and following is what the Holy Spirit spoke to me on  
June 30, 2017 …  

   

“Woe to (Ariel—means:) the Lion from God—(Donald 
Trump’s MAGA logo is that of a “lion”) thus I heard “woe” is 
being proclaimed to Trump—and to Donald Trumps’ city—for 
what is beloved from his camp will be swept away year by year. 
Victims will be killed. Pressure and distress will be upon 
TRUMP—there shall be mourning and grieving over great 
losses that will happen…  

With respect to “Ariel” [Trump]... Encampments or military 
stations will be piling up. Because of a show of   hostility by 
military power that will arise and come powerfully against 
fortified cities—these encampments or military stations will 
bring these cities down.  

This nation will be humiliated, for what has been promised 
will be depicted as evil and spoken against as rubbish. It will 
come to pass that the  conjured spirit of Nergal (Babylonian god 
of death, war, and destruction) that is over this nation, will 
proclaim “words from God”— through false prophets and it will 
be rubbish that is being whispered in the ear of Trump.  

What is happening is that the rubbish among us is being 
taken very lightly—therefore there will be noisy tumultuous 
crowds of people and army troops of foreigners.  

This nation and God’s people in this nation are under God’s 
judgment because they have overstepped the covenant and 



commands of the Lord their God. These noisy tumultuous 
crowds of people will be strong, great in power and terribly 
violent, they will come into existence in an instant and there will 
be an opening of the eyes for many.  

The Lord Sabaoth’s punishing visitation will be 
accompanied by thunder and earthquake and a great noise 
accompanied by strong winds that stir up the oceans (tsunami) 
and there will be consuming fire.  

There have been dreams that are prophetic communication 
concerning the gloom and despair—and concerning the 
calamities and the noisy tumultuous crowds of people. All 
nations (or ethnic groups) who wage war will “assemble for 
battle” to fight against Trump. These are wicked people who 
delight in catching other evil ones, forcing them to surrender 
under duress, and by violent means.   

There will also be dreams by false prophets concerning the 
hunger and lack of care in those cities that are under siege, 
causing people to be deceived into becoming hopeful—expecting 
to eat meals provided for them. This will rouse up those who are 
of worthless moral character and these will be evacuated. The 
souls of those who thirst for satisfaction, will—because of false 
prophecy be deceived into becoming hopeful—expecting to be 
able to be satisfied.  

Those who were aroused by false expectations are in for a 
surprise when they see… a drafting into service, of  faint, weary, 
exhausted, people becoming weaker from hard work and 
needing nourishment. Their souls will be totally confused 
because of their strong desires.   

There will be the sound of tumultuous crowds of people 
and military troops from all nations (UN), which have been 
assembled for battle by those who promote Zionism 
(Illuminati).  

Those who delayed and hesitated (to prepare) will be 
shocked and stunned by what they see. They were blinded by 
what they enjoyed and by what pleased them. What they 
enjoyed caused them to become overwhelmed by an 
intoxicating (demonic) influence… but not because of drinking 
wine. They waver and are double mined but not because of 
strong drink.   

What is going to happen in regard to this revelation 
concerning all that has been written, is that it will be used as 
evidence. What has been revealed was sealed up and not 
revealed until the bringing forth of the counting and adding—
(the 2020 census?) that will be according to demanding 
judgments (I was told this was in reference to Nathan Leal’s 



(Jer 29:3) “spirit of Nergal” over USA revelation-this DVD is 
included in the “End Time Apostate Christianity-Watchman 
package). The Lord went on to say… by understanding his 
(Nathan’s) revelation it is the basis for being instructed to write 
this prophetic document. What is being communicated here is 
to be published NOW.  When this, which is being communicated, 
is not able to be tolerated by those who read it, it is because it is 
sealed up from those who cannot tolerate it.   

 This that has been brought forth, is needed as written 
evidence and is to be documented. Because it will none the less, 
be skillfully used as evidence that has been documented and 
appointed as a call that needs to go out NOW! That which has 
been declared and determined as truth, must be made known as 
written documented evidence.   

What the Lord has determined and declared is for the 
purpose of being made aware of what is approaching the 
citizens of this land. The people with their mouth speak glorious 
things about the Lord God—but their hearts are very distant 
from Him. This exists because their fear of the Lord God is 
according to the false teachings of people who are highly 
esteemed as teachers, therefore they do not fear the Lord.  

Therefore, behold! There will be a continual increase in 
difficult and astonishing works of judgment among the             
people. These difficult and astonishing works of judgment will 
be supernatural in nature and will not be easily understood to 
be acts of judgment, which are for the purpose of redemption 
for those who are lost and void of wisdom. However, those 
who are wise and are discerning have been intelligently 
informed and instructed and do understand they will need to 
carefully conceal and hide themselves.  

O how deep is  the insight and understanding from the 
Lord. Being prevented from knowing or not seeing the plans 
and the plots that exist from darkness is because of doubting, 
questioning and challenging whoever is discerning and 
whoever is aware and has been instructed and has knowledge. 
Those doing this are being blinded by the spirit of skepticism.   

Because perverseness has been allowed to turn things 
upside down in this nation, surely there will be a churning 
heap, a surging wave of water that will create a heap of dead 
bodies. This disaster will create a resolution or a plan—that 
has been predetermined by the enemy, but will cause what is 
appointed to accomplish nothing. What will be accomplished 
though, is the forming of imaginations in the mind –the 
intellectual framework for mind control of those with no 
discernment… a framework for furthering mind control. Yet 
very few will be turned to righteousness in all of this upheaval.   



(This next statement was a personal reference for me as 
confirmation concerning our survival camp) ...An area of 
fertile ground has been set aside for growing, this area of 
fertile ground set aside for growing is in a forest of woods and 
is to be highly regarded with favor.  Pay obedient attention and 
call a gathering together when you hear of times of trouble. 
Those with the inability to spiritually hear (discern) the 
prophetic matter of this document, are spiritually unreceptive 
and will be led by what is carnal when it comes to calamity, 
evil and death. Ignorance misery and death will appear before 
these spiritually dull and blind ones.   

Those who are discerning … are to join themselves with 
the humble and sanctified ones of the Lord, in rejoicing when 
subject to oppression and abuse or when in need of deliverance 
from trouble. The people who are the Holy Ones of Israel—the 
true Saints of God—will be joyful!   

I also heard that… Most assuredly there will be an end to 
a ruler, who is haughty and behaves ruthlessly toward his 
subjects, this leader will be gotten rid of and destroyed. His 
scoffing scorning mouth will be cut off. All need to be on the 
lookout for his evil mischief.    

When this occurs, a man will bear the blame (Trump?), 
recorded reports will convict, reprove and argue against him.  
A portal is being used to set a trap to pervert and cause an 
inclination to overthrow and put him away in order to cause 
confusion and eliminate any form of justice.   

Rightly so, after this, the Lord says this, concerning those 
of His children who have been tripped up by deception … when 
they receive deliverance as the true seed of Abraham, truly, 
there will be immediate shame. These deceived ones will truly 
and immediately face their shame.  

Nevertheless, these will be discerning children who will 
operate under the power, means and direction of the Lord, and 
in their midst they will make themselves holy and clean in 
character and obtain authority. They will proclaim themselves 
to be saints of God. These who were tripped up by deception 
will have Great fear and awe of their God.   

They shall discover they have been deceived and seduced 
spiritually… understanding that they rebelled by complaining, 
whispering and backbiting against skillful teaching and 
instruction.”   
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